Bibleman Powersource DVD
''Combating the Commandant of Confusion''

Reviewed by Tannia E. Ortiz-Lopes, publisher of ''Time with Tannia''
(http://timewithtannia.tripod.com/)
The Bibleman Powersource's DVD Episode “Combating the Commandant of Confusion,” (VHCHXX
2375541439) is an entertaining and educational adventure for the whole family. The language and special
effects are appropriate for children between 6 to 10 years old.
In this episode Bibleman and his team must protect their most powerful secret weapon from being stolen
and/or destroyed by enemy forces. After the Bible Adventure Training Academy's computer sends an
“Intruder Alert” warning message, Bibleman and his team leave the control room and start searching the
academy.“Chaos” seizes this opportunity and steals their most powerful weapon with the intention of using its
mighty power against them. He also causes some damage to their computer system.
Bibleman uses a light sword and quotes scriptures to gather strength and power to defend himself against
the attacks of his enemies, Chaos and the Commander of Confusion.
The Commander of Confussion's unique speech is funny and confusing, but his side kick and translator,
Chaos, helps the audience to understand their wicked plans.
Since this is a live performance recording, young children will be delightfully engaged with the kids in the
audience as they assist Bibleman and his team to solve the case. The audience also encourages Bibleman
when it appears that he is loosing the battle.
I highly recommend this DVD to parents looking for a family movie with good role model heroes who gather
their strength from the Word of God.
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